October 2019 to December 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 5 among People 4+
Rank
1

Programme

Let's Celebrate 2020

2

Crimewatch 2019

3

President's Star
Charity 2019

4

MasterChef Singapore
Specials

Genre

Variety

Information

Synopsis
Hosted by Fiza O and Sonia Chew, “Let’s Celebrate
2020” is a concert to countdown to the new year with
performance by electronic music star Jasmine Sokko
and rock icon Ramli Sarip.
The programme showcases crimes solved by the
Singapore Police Force, features appeals for unsolved
cases and dispenses crime prevention advice to
promote public awareness towards trending crimes.

Variety

This year’s annual charity show was hosted by news
presenter Glenda Chong and actor Chua Enlai with
performances by local and international artistes.

Variety

The world's greatest cooking competition is back in
Singapore with a heartfelt twist. Teaming up with the
President's Challenge & Social Service Agencies, the 2
part special MasterChef episodes is all about helping
those who yearn for a lucky break.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

October 2019 to December 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 5 among People 4+
Rank

5

6

7

Programme

Genre

RenovAID Sr 8

128 Circle

Kin

Information

Drama

Drama

Synopsis
Hosted by Belinda Lee, the 8th season of RenovAID
reaches out to six needy families with varying
challenges and backgrounds who are in dire need for a
boost of hope with a complete home makeover.
“128 Circle” tells the stories of hawkers at a Food
Centre in Singapore that has been at the heart of the
community’s lives for almost four decades.

“Kin” is a drama about the complexities of life, love and
family relationships. Years have passed since Yoke and
Ella had their lives turned upside-down when they
returned to be with their rightful families after having
been swapped at birth.
“Talking Point” investigates a current issue or event,
offering different perspectives to local stories.

Talking Point 2019

Information

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

October 2019 to December 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 5 among People 4+
Rank

Programme

No Place Like Home

10

This Is Singapore

Genre

Synopsis

Information

An intrinsic part of growing up in Singapore involves
the inevitable decision of buying that home you always
wanted. Join hosts Darren and Belinda as they explore
the various ways Singaporeans can navigate the road
to their new home.

Information

The series features all things about Singapore that are
often not noticeable or forgotten. We will find inspiring
stories, forgotten buildings, history and unbelievable
things that we can find n Singapore – from islands to
flea markets, to HDB cafes.

Visit <https://tv.toggle.sg/en/channel5> to view these and other programmes from Channel 5*

[Scan QR code to visit the above website]

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

October 2019 to December 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 8 among People 4+
Rank
1

Programme
Star Search 2019
(Grand Final)
才华横溢出新秀2019

Genre

Synopsis

Variety

6 talents compete to be champion of “Star Search 2019”.
They will be tested on charisma, talents, eloquence and
acting.

总决赛
2

3

C.L.I.F. Sr 5
警徽天职之海岸卫队

Daybreak
天空渐渐亮

4

Star Search 2019
(Semi-Final 2)
才华横溢出新秀2019

Drama

Drama

Variety

Coast guard Wang Man Ting watches over border
security and is an efficient leader. With a new batch of
recruits, will she be able to gain their allegiance with her
no-nonsense approach?
Zhang Tianliang and Zheng Weilong have been close
friends since secondary school. They were forced to be
loanshark runners due to the debt Weilong owed, little
did they know in the process, they indirectly caused the
death of one of the debtor’s wife.
After enduring months of gruelling auditions and training
sessions, 12 remaining talents will be competing for the
last 6 seats to the Grand Final of the talent competition.

半决赛 2
Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

October 2019 to December 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 8 among People 4+
Rank
5

Programme

Genre

The Good Fight
致胜出击

6

Old is Gold - The Bliss
Keeper
老友万岁之守护幸福

7

8

Drama

What's For Lunch?
午餐吃什么？

Crimewatch 2019
绳之以法 2019

Drama

Variety

Information

Synopsis
Yan Yifeng dies in a mixed martial arts match against Thai
boxer Desri. His death devastates his father, Yan
Dongshan, causing him to give up on his martial arts
school. 12 years later, Desri returns. Dongshan’s
daughter and disciples decide to come together to help
revive his martial arts school to take revenge.
Xinxin and Eliz move into a new flat. Ping Pong took the
chance to hint about getting married, but Xinxin is still
wary of the age difference between them. One day, Ping
Pong receives a letter from his grand uncle Jin Long.
Philip cautions him that it could be a scam. When Ping
Pong finally meets Jin Long, he was stunned that Jin Long
looks exactly like his grandfather.
A variety food show that utilizes the popular live video
streaming function on social media! Join hosts Pornsak
and Vivian Lai together with weekly celebrity guests as
they interact real-time with viewers.
The programme showcase crimes solved by the
Singapore Police Force, features appeals for unsolved
cases and dispenses crime prevention advice to promote
public awareness towards trending crimes.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

October 2019 to December 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 8 among People 4+
Rank

9

10

Programme

Genre

After the Stars
攻星计

House Everything?
家简尘除

Drama

Variety

Synopsis
Life in the entertainment industry is depicted in the story
of celebrity artistes in “After The Stars” - artistes and
talent agents’ struggle for survival - bringing out the dark
human nature of greed and intrigue.
A new home transformation programme hosted by Chen
Han Wei. With the help of interior designers and
declutter gurus, they share useful home improvement
tips with the viewers.

Visit <https://tv.toggle.sg/en/channel8> to view these and other programmes from Channel 8*

[Scan QR code to visit the above website]

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

October 2019 to December 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel U among People 15+
Rank
1

Programme

Genre

Our Daily Food
食材地图

2

Fixer Sr 3
线人 3

3

Missing
失踪奇案 1

4

A Medical Journey
寻医

Information

Information

Information

Information

Synopsis
A travelogue that explores the original source of
ingredients of local cuisines we are familiar with in our
daily life.
“Fixer” is a group of righteous people who help to uphold
social justice, exposing the truth and create social
awareness. Through their reporting power and
intervention, the people and issues involved can get the
right attention and assistance.
Every year, private investigators in Singapore handle
between 20 to 50 missing-person reports. Some of the
missing people are never found. “Missing” tracks down
the relevant witnesses and tries to get to the bottom of
them.
Hosted by Danny Yeo, Joanna Dong and Jojo Goh, "A
Medical Journey" takes viewers to the A&E ward in
Vietnam, delivery wards in Manila's "baby factory", and
the medical boats in India to reveal the struggles of
patients and doctors worldwide.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

October 2019 to December 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel U among People 15+
Rank
5

Programme
A Literary Feast
笔墨间的飨宴

6

I’m Madam!
女友变身记

7

8

True Lies
大话精

Seniors Hype It Sr 2
乐龄Hype It

Genre

Synopsis

Information

“A Literary Feast” features delectable dishes from
renowned literary novels, and explores the hidden stories
behind each dish.

Drama

Drama

Variety

Pepper decides to join the army. Along with her team of
female recruits, Pepper and friends endure gruelling
training routines to become a cohesive team of strong
and independent women. Along the way, a new love
interest grows.
A man with a habit of lying finds out that all his lies turn
into reality. This unexpected power upends his life and he
faces terrible consequences because of the changes. With
lies turning into reality, will this be a blessing or a curse?
“Seniors Hype It” is a series that focuses on introducing
the latest trends and technology into the lives of the
seniors.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

October 2019 to December 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel U among People 15+
Rank

9

10

Programme

Genre

PornTeng No More!
生活不PornTeng

Old Taste Detective
古早味侦探

Variety

Information

Synopsis
Hosts Pornsak and Lee Teng provide useful tips on
socializing at work and home, in order to achieve a
balanced lifestyle. Celebrity guests are also invited to
provide their takes on various topics.
The taste of cuisine morphs through time, and often
differs from original versions. In “Old Taste Detective”,
the host together with a renowned chef will revisit the
popular local traditional cuisines and attempt to recreate
the original taste long forgotten by diners.

Visit <https://tv.toggle.sg/en/channelu> to view these and other programmes from Channel U*

[Scan QR code to visit the above website]

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

October 2019 to December 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on CNA among People 15+
Rank
1

2

3

4

Programme
On The Red Dot 2019 Our Last Strata Malls

The New Silk Road:
Road To Russia

On The Red Dot 2019Our Lives With Dogs

Majulah: Symbols for
Singapore

Genre

Information

Information

Information

Information

Synopsis
From Queensway Shopping Centre to Golden Mile
Complex to Sim Lim Square, “On The Red Dot – Our Last
Strata Malls” features malls which were part of
Singapore’s bygone era.
China's trillion dollar ‘Belt and Road Initiative’ is already
changing the world in profound ways. The programme
covers the monumental plan in the China-Russia
economic corridor.
A special series from “On The Red Dot” that gives a
perspective on dog handlers from K9 units, recognized
therapy dogs and even a focus on the trap-neuter-return
programme by volunteers to save Singapore’s stray dog
population.
On 3rd December 1959, Singapore unveiled its new state
symbols: the flag, crest and its first native head of state.
Discover intriguing stories behind Singapore's state
symbols.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

October 2019 to December 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on CNA among People 15+
Rank

Programme

5

The Year Ahead 2020

6

The Great Migration:
First Steps

7

8

Remarkable Living
Season 2

Singapore: A
Heartland Journey

Genre

Synopsis

Information

Singapore battled economic uncertainty, climate change
and fake news this year. However, with its next General
Election drawing near, could 2020 be more challenging?

Information

Information

Information

The beloved Jurong Bird Park is moving to a new home in
Mandai. With exclusive behind-the-scenes access, meet
the colourful residents and keepers as they take the first
steps towards the big move.
This 10-part documentary features design and lifestyle
mavericks across the globe, with 40 stories in
gastronomy, rare craftsmen, unique destinations and an
exclusive peek into the lives of society's savvy collectors.
A guide for foreigners and Singaporeans alike on uniquely
Singaporean experiences, best discovered in local
neighbourhoods known as ‘heartlands’. Unearth little

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

known insights
neighbourhoods.

about

local

parks,

food

and

October 2019 to December 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on CNA among People 15+
Rank

Programme

China's Growing
Appetite

10

Regardless of
Generation

Genre

Synopsis

Information

News correspondent Wei Du undertakes a journey to find
out how does China's changing eating habits affect the
world.

Information

Singapore has gone through great lengths to be futureready. But a nationwide survey reveals that the country's
own future generation is feeling left out of the national
narrative. The documentary “Regardless of Generations”
examines the widening gap between the young and old.

Visit <https://www.cna.asia/vod> to view these and other programmes from CNA*

[Scan QR code to visit the above website]
Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

October 2019 to December 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Suria among Malays 4+
Rank

1

2

3

Programme
Sinaran Hati 2019
(Ray of Light 2019)

Juara Memasak AllStar
(All-Star Cooking
Champion)

SG Mania Sr 3

Genre

Variety

Variety

Variety

Synopsis
Hosted by Khairudin Samsudin, Huda Ali and Fadli
Kamsani, with a crossover link on radio Warna 942 - the
star studded event features performances by local
talents to give hope to the needy and unfortunate.
A cooking competition that features participants who
were eliminated from previous 4 seasons of “Juara
Memasak”. They get a second chance at winning the
weekly challenges and a cash prize of $10,000 as well as
a shot at being the ultimate champion.
A singing competition where 12 established singers
showcase their vocal strengths and vie for the top spot.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

4

Jejak Jenayah 2019
(Crimewatch 2019)

Information

The programme highlights crimes solved by the
Singapore Police Force and dispenses crime prevention
advice to promote public awareness.

October 2019 to December 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Suria among Malays 4+
Rank
5

6

7

Programme

Genre

Bujang Hantar
(Despatch Driver)

Muzika Ekstravaganza
2019

OK Syiok!

Drama

Variety

Variety

Synopsis
“Bujang Hantar” is a story that tells the challenges faced
by Bujang in running his new delivery company - his two
workers, Said and Bob, are always at loggerhead – and
he has to tackle relationship problems with his ex-wife,
Zaiton.
A collaboration between broadcasters from Singapore
and Malaysia, the programme celebrates diverse dance
forms, movement and music tracks as well as the
evolution of both music and dance in both countries.
Hosted by Khairudin Samsudin and Suhaimi Yusof, “OK
Syiok!“ features comedy skits, song performances and
games by local celebrities.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

8

Abang Teksi 2
(Taxi Driver)

Drama

Taxi driver, Sood believes his calling is in helping others
as he lends help to a distressed single mother while his
wife, Latipah who feels lonely, meets an unexpected
acquaintance.

October 2019 to December 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Suria among Malays 4+
Rank

Programme

Genre

Penjaja Di Pusat Kita
(Hawkers In Our
Centre)

10

SNAP

Information

Information

Synopsis
From street peddlers to food masters in hawker
centres, hawkers have been feeding Singaporeans for
over a century. How did this humble trade become our
national culture and part of our identity?
“SNAP” highlights key milestones in Singapore’s history
which started with the establishment of the Kingdom of
Singapura in 1299 evolving into a diverse mix of
communities which contribute to how Singapore is
today.

Visit <https://tv.toggle.sg/en/suria> to view these and other programmes from Suria*

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

[Scan QR code to visit the above website]

October 2019 to December 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Vasantham among Indians 4+
Rank
1

2

Programme
Amarkala Deepavali 2019

Hello Vasantham
Deepavali Special

Genre
Variety

Information

Synopsis
“Amarkala Deepavali” is Vasantham’s annual
Deepavali countdown show comprising of starstudded performances by Vasantham artistes.
“Hello Vasantham Deepavali Special” brings
excitement and festive mood with lots of Kollywood
and Bollywood entertainment!

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

3

4

Savaal Singapore Sr 6
(Challenge Singapore Sr
6)

Thilaanaa
[name of an Indian
dance]

Information

Drama

In its sixth season, “Savaal Singapore” commemorates
Singapore's bicentennial year. Watch as the
contestants answer questions with the help of
Vasantham artistes to win cash prizes.
Gitanjali is introduced to Shiva, whose one love in life
is dance. Through Shiva, Gitanjali meets 5 girls from
different walks of life, deterred from practicing dance.
Gitanjali is determined to reconnect them to their
purpose.

October 2019 to December 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Vasantham among Indians 4+
Rank
5

6

Programme

Moondravathu Kann
(Third Eye)

Tekka
(Social Space)

Genre

Drama

Information

Synopsis
The drama revolves around Rana Krisnakumar and his
team of private detectives. After a career in
criminology, Rana decides to venture to set up Third
Eye Detectives, a private investigation company.

“Tekka” is an info-ed programme that takes viewers
on a journey through Singapore's Indian enclave with
a colourful history spanning over two centuries.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

7

Kutra Kannkaanippu 2019
(Crimewatch 2019)

8

Penngal
(Girls)

Information

Information

The programme highlights crimes solved by the
Singapore Police Force and dispenses crime
prevention advice to promote public awareness.

This series is a celebration of the women who have
made, or are making, an impact in Singapore - the
boundary breakers and record holders, the risk-takers
and change makers, the role models and the standard
setters.

October 2019 to December 2019 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Vasantham among Indians 4+
Rank

9

10

Programme

Genre
Neruppuda
(It’s Fire)

Pettai
(District)

Variety

Information

Synopsis
A reality cooking series featuring 26 celebrities from
Vasantham and Oli. Hosted by Kumar, each episode
will see two celebrities who are invited to whip up
tasty dishes within a given time frame.
“Pettai” is a talk show for senior citizens by senior
citizens. Join local celebrities, Elango, Kalah, J-boy aka
Jayaram and Sokki who explore everything important
to the elderly community.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

Visit <https://tv.toggle.sg/en/vasantham> to view these and other programmes from Vasantham*

Scan QR code to visit the above website]

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: Toggle.sg (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

